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23
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified thousands of genetic variants 24 associated with various human phenotypes and many of these loci are thought to act at a molecular 25 level by regulating gene expression. Detection of allele specific expression (ASE), namely 26 preferential usage of an allele at a transcribed locus, is an increasingly important means of studying 27 the genetic regulation of gene expression. However, there are currently a paucity of tools available 28 to link ASE sites with GWAS risk loci. Existing integration methods first use ASE sites to infer 29 cis-acting expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) and then apply eQTL-based approaches.
30
ERASE is a method that assesses the enrichment of risk loci amongst ASE sites directly.
31
Furthermore, ERASE enables additional biological insights to be made through the addition of 32 other SNP level annotations. ERASE is based on a randomization approach and controls for read 33 depth, a significant confounder in ASE analyses. In this paper, we demonstrate that ERASE can 34 efficiently detect the enrichment of eQTLs and risk loci within ASE data and that it remains 35 sensitive even when used with underpowered GWAS datasets. Finally, using ERASE in eQTL analyses is the requirement for large sample sizes. Since this can be difficult to achieve for 56 some human tissues, such as specific brain regions, alternative approaches more robust to small 57 sample sets are required.
58
Allele specific expression (ASE) analysis is another means of studying the genetics of gene 59 expression, which is less dependent on sample size. This form of analysis quantifies expression 60 variation between the two haplotypes of a diploid individual distinguished by heterozygous sites.
61
While most heterozygous sites will have equal expression, this is not always true and differential 62 expression at a transcribed position (termed an ASE site) can occur due to imprinting [7] [8] [9] [10] approach would be to use ASE data directly with the GWAS using an ASE-specific method.
82
However, there are intrinsic biases in ASE detection, which make such an approach challenging.
83
ASEs are discovered only in transcribed regions, which means they are primarily located within 84 exons, and are inevitably easier to detect confidently in a highly expressed genomic region. 
Material and Methods
110
ERASE
111
In this section, we describe the specifics of the method. We also provide a publicly available R 112 package, available from GitHub (see Web Resources), implementing it.
113
ERASE -single annotation enrichment (SAE) 114
We wish to test whether significant ASEs in a study are also enriched for notable results in a SNP- (using read depth information from the study that generated the ASE data). By default, a bin 126 corresponds to an interval of average reads with width 2, such that SNPs with average read depth 127 of 3 and 4 will be in one bin while those with a read depth of 5 and 6 will be in the next bin and so 
ERASE -multiple annotation enrichment (MAE) 140
The multiple annotation version of ERASE ( Figure S1) and .
162
The scores for the two annotations sources are then integrated as follows. Consider, α ∈ and the integrated value for the ith random set is then
169
The p-value for the enrichment of G and S SNPs amongst ASEs versus non-ASEs is obtained with 170 a one right-tailed z-test using the z-score for Ase, calculated using the mean and standard deviation showed a similar distribution as that of the ASEs. As expected, we found that the ASEs were 255 enriched for gene-level eQTLs in putamen (1.96 x 10 -150 , Figure S2 ).
256
We repeated this analysis varying bin width (from 2 to 10) to model the impact of less accurately 257 matching the read distribution of non-ASEs to ASEs and also calculated enrichment when no 258 attempt was made to control for differences in read depth. We observed that with increasing bin 259 sizes the p-value for eQTL enrichment amongst ASEs is stable across the bins but when read depth 260 was totally ignored as a confounding factor, a highly inflated p-value was observed ( Figure S2 , 
387
In addition, using ERASE-MAE and integrating the SPIDEX annotation, further increased the that the ASEs in these tissues are likely to be disease-associated splice sites.
395
Discussion
396
ASE is a potentially powerful tool due to its ability to provide regulatory information even in the size (set at 2) provides a conservative enrichment p-value, the proportion of unique SNPs randomly 410 selected may be low when the numbers of non-ASE sites at the matching read depth are limited.
411
This means that the bin size selection needs to be balanced against the proportion of unique SNPs.
412
However, we also show that the enrichment p-value is not inconsistent or highly inflated at varying 413 bin sizes, the key point being read depth is accounted for.
414
ERASE is easy to use requiring only the SNP set examined for ASE, with their corresponding read 415 depths and whether an ASE was observed or not, and a ranked SNP annotation dataset. By directly 416 using ASEs rather than leveraging ASE data across the gene to infer cis-acting eQTLs, ERASE 417 makes use of all available ASE data and in particular retains ASEs, which are generated through 418 splicing QTLs. This is important given the growing recognition that risk loci for complex diseases 
Overview of ERASE-single annotation enrichment (SAE) method
647
The figure represents a graphical overview of the general approach used in ERASE. The ERASE- 
673
ASEs derived from putamen and substantia nigra were randomly subsampled to form sample sets 
